
Dear Discovery Parents and Families:

Welcome to 2023! I hope that everyone had a great holiday break. Can you believe that we
are starting our fifth month of the school year, and the midpoint in the school year will be
on January 25th?

We will be starting our Winter Sports Program the week of January 9th. Thanks to
everyone’s support at Fall Jam, the students this year will be participating in Ski P.E., a Full
Day Ski Education Program at Big Sky Resort. Students will be skiing for the first 6 weeks of
the program and then transitioning into ice skating and Nordic skiing for the remainder of
the program. More information can be located in this month’s newsletter.

This month our Core Value at Discovery is to build a Growth Mindset. In a growth mindset,
we see ourselves as growing and developing. We believe we can build any skill with effort
and this can help us create a love of learning and an excitement around new challenges in
and out of the classroom. We see the brain like a muscle, the more effort we put in, the
bigger it grows.  Here are 6 growth mindset tips to help get everyone on the right track.
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Growth Mindset
A Note From the Head of Schools



Praise Your Child For Effort Instead of
Talent. The most important thing we can
work towards as parents is to praise our
children for effort, not talent. Our words
tell children how to think about themselves
and with best intentions when we say things
like, “Great job, you got perfect without
even trying. You’re so smart!” we send our
child the message that trying hard means
you aren’t as smart. Research shows that
children praised for outcome will choose
easier tasks to prove they are smart and
gain our approval. Praising children for
effort on the other hand, is what leads them
to choose harder tasks because they know
we value effort. 
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GROWTH MINDSET TIP #1

Be Honest With Your Children. It can be hard
for our children to come in second place, lose
a big game or fail to meet their own
expectations on a test but protecting your
child from disappointments by being
dishonest while making them feel better in
the short term, doesn’t help them learn how
to be honest with themselves and benefit
from the feedback. Tell your child the truth
gently. Give them honest constructive
feedback about their performance and avoid
externalizing the loss or sugar coating. Help
them think about what tools will help them
succeed where they are struggling.

GROWTH MINDSET TIP #2

Help Your Child Recognize Their Fixed Mindset Voice.
The story we tell ourselves is a choice. By
recognizing and acknowledging when we are using
self-defeating and fixed self-talk, we can start to
choose a growth mindset voice instead. Recognizing
that we have a choice of which voice to hear is a big
step towards using a growth mindset voice. When
you hear your child using a fixed mindset frame of
reference remind them that, much like opening our
umbrella to protect us from the rain, the choice is up
to them. Knowing this choice exists can help
children take control and feel empowered in
situations where they would normally feel powerless. 

GROWTH MINDSET TIP #3



Give kids a chance to step out into the rain, take risks and fail. Children will live a great deal
of life under your umbrella of protection, but over time they need to build their own
comfort levels and confidences and this starts with an environment that allows them to
step out of their comfort zone. It’s okay for them to feel stress and to fail, in fact it’s how
they build grit, a characteristic strongly associated with success a great quality, but
building grit requires failure, a feeling most of us aren’t very fond of. We have become
accustomed to thinking that success is the most viable way to achieve growth and status. In
truth, if a child never has a chance to triumph over their failures of difficult tasks, they will
never develop confidence in their ability to face challenges. Allowing you child to take risks
is very important for learning and a real sense of achievement happens when they burst
through those barriers that were holding them back. Make sure you child always has the
chance to pursue at least one thing that is very difficult for them.

Build in Time for Regular Self-Reflection.
Reflecting regularly on what we have
learned both from our successes and
failures is a great way to improve the
growth mindset. A great exercise to do at
the dinner table is to have everyone share
one thing they did great that day and one
growth opportunity (an area you could
improve
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GROWTH MINDSET TIP #4

Model a growth mindset for your children. 
 Don’t just say the words, be the change that
inspires them. The easiest and toughest
part of parenting is that children primarily
learn by example. Modeling determination
and a growth mindset in the face of
setbacks is a great way to teach them how
to do the same. It can be difficult to talk
about your own failures with your kids but
watching you bounce back can be an
inspiring example of how to solve problems
in their own lives.

GROWTH MINDSET TIP #5

GROWTH MINDSET TIP #6



So as we look to start the 2023 year, I challenge all of you to choose your own growth
opportunity. Select something you have never tried or that doesn’t come naturally to you,
something you may have quit in the past and then take on the challenge of improving at
that skill. Maybe it was sports, math, or music. Every day we ask our children to go to
school and apply themselves in a range of things and some will come more easily than
others for them. As adults we tend to forget how hard new challenges can be and trying
something new ourselves is a great way build empathy for our children, become better
guides for them and continue to keep our adult brains healthy and growing. Pay attention
to your own self-talk (positive thoughts about your capability) and practice a growth
mindset. Have a great start to 2023. Don’t be afraid to try something new and if you fail, try
it again. As always, thank you for all of your support. If I can ever be of any assistance or if
you have any questions, my door is always open.

All the best for 2023,
Mr. Scott Poloff, M.Ed.
Head of Schools
Big Sky Discovery Academy
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Scott 



We are diving under the sea for the month of January in the EC
classroom! The children are excited to share with their classmates fun
facts about sharks, whales, and other fascinating ocean creatures. We are
also studying the vertebrate class of fish more deeply to learn what
makes them unique from other animals. Keep an eye out for the special
books the children will make about parts of a fish, as they will be happy
to tell you all about what they have learned!
  
As we reflect on the Discovery Academy’s core value of “growth mindset”
for this month, we think of how it applies through many aspects of the
Montessori classroom. One of the most exciting ways it applies to us in
the classroom is through the Practical Life Avenue, which encourages
new skills while building confidence in our surroundings through guided
practice. We will be making fresh squeezed orange juice with a juicer
sized for little hands, peeling and slicing hard boiled eggs with the wired
egg slicer, and slicing bananas with knives. We have been building up to
using real knives all school year and when the child shows readiness,
they will proudly show off their new skills to the classroom. The best part
of all these new lessons is when a child invites a classmate to join them
for the snack that they prepared all by themselves. They learn the lesson
of generosity through sharing food with others and it makes for some of
the children’s favorite works in the classroom. We are looking forward to
a wonderful January in the classroom!

By Lacey Buczala

early childhood



Welcome back! A special welcome to our winter-season
families who started this week! We are thrilled to have new
faces in the classroom. January will be a month full of re-
acclimating ourselves, reviewing routines and expectations of
school, and facing new challenges! We will also begin our
winter sports program on January 11th with downhill skiing.
We are so excited to ski for FULL days this year!

The core value we will discuss this month is growth mindset.
When considering the blending of age groups in our classroom
and varying academic abilities that go with that, learning to
accept challenges with grace has been an important skill to
foster. This is something we will touch on periodically through
the end of the year. 

In our Cultural studies, we will continue with our Great
Lessons; beginning with the timeline of humans and physical
geography! 

By Allie Lindsay

Lower 
Elementary 



Our first half of the school year has been an absolute
adventure, and we cannot wait to get started on the
second semester! We are certain that your
Christmas break was both refreshing and revitalizing
for yourselves and your kids. As we begin anew in
the classroom this semester, our monthly core value
is growth mindset, and we’ll focus on a wide variety
of ways in which we can have a growth mindset in
regards to our learning during the new semester
ahead.

Second semester for Upper Elementary brings a
couple of positive changes…including one returning
student who is joining us, one new student, and a
new additional teacher in the classroom! Joining
Miss Deanta will be Miss Ellie Curtis, a familiar face
to many. Miss Ellie worked at Discovery last school
year as a substitute teacher in the elementary
classroom. We are very excited to have her join the
team and are certain that she will contribute very
positively to the learning and growth of UE students! 

Also during second semester is the reintroduction of
our highly anticipated winter sports program,
available to all students between the ages of 4-14. As
a class and as a school, we’ll have the opportunity to
go alpine skiing, nordic skiing, and ice skating once a
week for the duration of the winter season. This year
we have some fun changes to the program, for
example, ski PE lessons will be offered to students at
the mountain by a trained professional each week.

So excited for the new semester ahead and for all
the learning that will take place!

By Deanta Saunders

upper elementary



joining forces

This month we are focusing on the growth mindset
in our classroom. During morning meetings,
students have been focusing on areas in which they
can improve, writing actionable items to help them
accomplish their goals, and reflecting on why it is
important to them to grow within their area of
choice. In their academic assignments, students are
editing their writing with a new intention of growth
for each draft. 
 
In their reading and discussions, they are giving
positive, constructive peer feedback. Teachers are
implementing feedback on the growth of their
social-emotional skills. Students are actively
reflecting on factors such as cooperation, empathy,
communication, and active listening within their
classes. 
 
This month, the middle school students are
partnering with the Big Sky Community Food Bank
and Lotus Pad to cook food and prepare it for the
food bank. To prepare for this partnership, students
learned about the local and national food banks,
interviewed the director of the Big Sky Community
Food Bank, and gave an informational presentation
to our Upper Elementary students and High School
students to spread awareness and bring attention
to the importance of food banks.

By Alessandra Balyasny

Happy new year!

middle school



The artists have been working hard to create meaningful works
of art. They have been learning all about process, mediums,
and 2-D vs. 3-D art. Growth Mindset is so valuable in everyday
life as well as when it comes to creating. The artists are
learning the difference between a fixed mindset and a growth
mindset and the language that comes with it. Realizing that
mistakes are what help us improve our art, the power of the
eraser, putting in time and effort, and other strategies to help
us nurture our skills. As the students continue to create, they
look forward to sharing their artwork with you at the Annual
Student Art Showcase.

By Hannah Boyd

hello families!

A work of art



The students in the high school classroom
enjoyed their winter break full of tasty food,
skiing with friends, and relaxation. When asked
why they love going to school here, our
students say they are grateful for flexibility,
catering to different learning styles, the
community, and the teachers. We are glad to
have them back in the building, ready to learn. 

Speaking of readiness to learn, many of our
students embark on a rigorous schedule of
competitive skiing this month. As we cheer
them on from the classroom, we also ask that
families send in dates of planned absences for
races and competitions. That way, we can
support them to work ahead or stay caught up
while they are gone. We also ask that students
take ownership of their responsibilities and
communicate with their teachers to make sure
they stay on track.

high school

Our primary goal at the high school level is to
prepare our students for their next step.
Whether it’s college, trade school, or work, we
want them to feel confident with their skills
moving forward. In order to achieve this goal,
we consistently focus on a growth mindset by
asking students to build their expertise in
critical thinking, planning, self monitoring, time
management, and organization. These are
essential adult skills and it is our pleasure to
encourage them every day.

By Beth Marlingtin



The time has come! It is time to start ordering

yearbooks! The 2022-2023 Big Sky Discovery

Academy School Yearbook will include all grades

ranging from Early Childhood up to High School.

Yearbooks will go on presale— Order before March

1st and the cost is $30.00. After March 1st, the

yearbook will cost $35.00. You can pay using one of

the yearbook order envelopes or online at 

 

www.purchaseyearbook.com  Use code

BigSkyDiscoveryYB23 

 

 If you have any photos that you would like to be

submitted for potential entry into the yearbook of the

students working or on field trips or anything else that

shows them demonstrating Discovery values or

education, please fill out this google form and submit

the photos.  

 

https://forms.gle/DUHYgtB31y33GqiJ6

 

            Stay up to date with the School's Instagram 

 @bigskydiscoveryacademy which features reminders

of upcoming school events, photos of field trips, and

also enriching activities the students are doing daily!



I hope that everyone has had a great start to the new year. I
wanted to get these dates out to you ASAP as there is a lot

happening in and around campus this month. 
 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me
directly. These events are for current and incoming

Discovery Academy Families. If you are a new or incoming
parent and you want more information on any of these

events or want to be added to our parent email list, please
contact Robin Nabhan at rmbird@aol.com. We would love

to have you join us!
 

Some of these events will have more information coming
over the next few days, but we wanted for you to have them

marked on your calendars.

mailto:rmbird@aol.com


january

10 2023 - 2024 STUDENT INTENT TO RETURN AND
PARENT PROGRAM EVALUATION SURVEY.
For parents who currently have students enrolled at Discovery

Academy, this is your opportunity to reserve your spot for the 2023 -

2024 school year. This information is critical as this information is used

with regards to staffing, programming and enrollment of new students

for the upcoming school year. Survey and Forms are due by Friday,

January 27th. 

11 START OF THE WINTER SPORTS PROGRAM
Drop-off is at 9 am in front of Madison Base. Pick-up is at the same spot

at 3:30 pm. Lunch is from 12 pm to 1 pm in the Ski School pavilion (in

front of the lodge, closest to the hill). Ski PE instructors will be present

during lunch, as well as BSDA staff. The resort has requested that

parents do not attend lessons, however, they are welcome during other

timeframes. BSDA staff will not attend lessons with the students,

however, we will be present at the mountain and accessible throughout

the day. Keep an eye out for admin, elementary teachers, and Ms. Lacey.



january

13 MORNING COFFEE MUG SOCIAL
 During the morning arrival (stay as long as you like) there will be free

coffee for parents/families. Bring your mug and enjoy some coffee and

conversation with other families on the Discovery Academy Campus. 

17 EARLY CHILDHOOD PARENT NIGHT 

Over the course of the next 5 months, Lacey will be a few opportunities

for parents/families to get a better understanding of the Montessori

Philosophy, What learning looks like in a Montessori Classroom and

various activities and routines that you can incorporate into your daily

routines at home. Please note that this event was previously scheduled

for January 12th.

18 DROP THE KIDS OFF AND GO SKI!

A Mom's Day on the Mountain - Robin Nabhan is organizing a ski day for

Discovery Academy Moms. More information about this event will be

sent out next week. 



january

20 &
23

NO SCHOOL!!

24 PARENT'S NIGHT OUT/SOCIAL

Please come and join us for a fun night at Lotus Pad on Tuesday, January

24th from 5:00 - 8:00. Cost is free and appetizers will be provided.

Families are only responsible for their drinks. We hope to see you there!

More information will be sent out next week.

25 END OF BLOCK 2 (MS/HS STUDENTS)

Halfway point in the year.

DATES/EVENTS FURTHER DOWN THE ROAD

Wednesday, April 5th - From 5:00 - 9:00 - 2nd Annual Eric Bertelson

Memorial Bingo Night at Lone Mountain Ranch - Only 100 Tickets will be

sold! Dinner at Horn and Cantle Restaurant will be included in the cost of the

ticket.

Thursday, May 4th - Discovery's Got Talent - Parent Karaoke Contest -

Tips-Up from 6:00 - 10:00. We are looking for 8 solo or group acts to

participate in this "One of a Kind Event" of the year.


